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PUBLICATIONS


CONFERENCES
Hong Kong Sociological Association: Global Crises, Alternative Futures
Date: 8 Jan 2022
Venue: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Details: Conference program

Social Frontiers of Work: Social Inequalities and New Meanings of Work in the Digital Age
Date: 19-20 May 2022
Venue: Lublin, Poland
NEW deadline for abstract submission: 15 Jan 2022 (abstracts 250-500 words)
Contact: Adam Mrozowicki, Vice-chair of the Sociology of Work Section of the Polish Sociological Association
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Thanks for sharing with RC44 members!
1) Publications
2) Seminars/conferences/webinars
3) Other news (e.g. call for papers, scholarships, job openings, etc.)
New Year’s Greetings from the RC44! The next newsletter will be available on 31 Jan 2022.